Join the #1 glocal community
for corporate innovators in

Bangkok
23-24 January 2019

A different
kind of
event

Most conferences don’t provide you with tangible learning
outcomes. Innov8rs is different.
Rather than forcing you to sit for hours in a large hall listening
to a celebrity on a stage far away, you’ll tackle your your
challenges in targeted and hands-on sessions covering
everything corporate innovation from A to Z and start to scale.
During the 2 days of Innov8rs Bangkok, you will:
• Gain insights on trending topics and cross-industry best
practices from (inter)national thought leaders.
• Get the real and raw stories from innovators across industries,
sharing their successes, failures and everything in between.
• Engage in open and honest conversations with experts and
peers to get solutions to your challenges
• Work on your actual challenges, guided by experts and
learning from peers.
• Develop new skills and experiment with new frameworks,
tools and techniques.

"The most varied and beneficial conference
I’ve attended over the past 15 years."
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It’s the people.
Beyond the high quality content, it’s the people you’ll meet and the conversations
you’ll have with them that make you go back home excited, re-energized and
equipped with new strategies, tactics and skills. To further increase your impact,
and improve the innovation outcomes of your organization.
But don’t take our word for it. Here’s a recap of our most recent summits in
Madrid and Los Angeles:

This is what they say:
“Unlike other conferences, mixing with like-minded people made it feel
like you were really learning something, rather than watching an endless
stream of startup pitches and panel discussions that aren’t really saying
anything original at all…”
“There is not another conference that has this level and quality of people
who are really driving change around the world.”
“This is one of those conferences where you come in at day one, you find
your people and you start unravelling the challenges and problems you’re
facing and you start solving them together.”
“The presentations are great, don’t get me wrong, they are amazing – but
it is about the people.”
“There’s a diversity of people here. There’s C-suite, there’s new to the
innovation space doers. And because of that diversity you see different
perspectives and approaches to bring innovation within an organization.”
“This is a fantastic conference. Everything has been top notch. I love
the tagline that it is a tribe, because it is a group of people that shares
amazing ideas.”

Since 2011, we’ve hosted this gathering in 21 cities around the world, as you
can see here: https://innov8rs.co/past-editions/ We’ll bring the same vibe of
collaboration, of sharing, of learning to Bangkok next January. Be part of it.

“It’s very rare to attend a conference that’s truly peer to peer.”

Learn from the best.

This is your opportunity to
tap into a broad diversity of
perspectives, provided by 30+
speakers, including several
international innovation
experts and innovators
working for leading brands in
other parts of the world.

Stefan Lindegaard

Natalie Turner

Dan Toma

Scott Anthony

Anna Simpson

Kantima

Jay Jenkins & Prateek

Richard Kelly

Kapil Kane

Barbara Guerpillon

Lerlertyuttitham (AIS)

Khincha (Google)

(Li & Fung)

(Intel)

(Unilever)
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Join your tribe.

Last Seats Deal

Last Seats TEAM Deal

$ 1,750

$ 3,950

$ 1,550

$ 3,650

If you have innovation in your title, or innovation as a mindset,
this is your tribe. There’s no better opportunity for you and your
team to connect and collaborate with peers.

Full 2-Day Access Pass incl

3 x full 2-Day Access Pass incl

— 5+ Trending Topic Talks

— 5+ Trending Topic Talks

— 15+ Case Studies

— 15+ Case Studies

Yes, there are tons of conferences. But this one is different... and
we’ll be in Bangkok only once. Don’t miss out!

— 10+ Workshops

— 10+ Workshops

— Networking Sessions, Lunches &
Drinks, Social Events

— 3+ Project Booster Sessions

Any questions? Want a quick chat to discuss more details and
customize your agenda? We’re happy to help. Just reach out via
hans@innov8rs.co and we’ll talk soon.

— 6-months Access to Digital
Content & Community

Register

— Networking Sessions, Lunches &
Drinks, Social Events
— 6-months Access to Digital
Content & Community

Register

